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Figure 1: Overview of the Origraph UI. The network model view shows relationships between node and edge classes and is the
primary interface for operations related to connectivity. The attribute view shows node and edge attributes in a table and is the
primary interface for attribute-related operations. The network sample view visualizes a preview of the current state of the network.

A BSTRACT
Networks are a natural way of thinking about many datasets. The
data on which a network is based, however, is rarely collected in a
form that suits the analysis process, making it necessary to create
and reshape networks. Data wrangling is widely acknowledged
to be a critical part of the data analysis pipeline, yet interactive
network wrangling has received little attention in the visualization
research community. In this paper, we discuss a set of operations
that are important for wrangling network datasets and introduce a
visual data wrangling tool, Origraph, that enables analysts to apply
these operations to their datasets. Key operations include creating
a network from source data such as tables, reshaping a network by
introducing new node or edge classes, filtering nodes or edges, and
deriving new node or edge attributes. Our tool, Origraph, enables
analysts to execute these operations with little to no programming,
and to immediately visualize the results. Origraph provides views to
investigate the network model, a sample of the network, and node
and edge attributes. In addition, we introduce interfaces designed to
aid analysts in specifying arguments for sensible network wrangling
operations. We demonstrate the usefulness of Origraph in two Use
Cases: first, we investigate gender bias in the film industry, and then
the influence of money on the political support for the war in Yemen.
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I NTRODUCTION

Data wrangling—which includes cleaning data, merging datasets,
and transforming representations—is known to be a tedious and
time-consuming part of data analysis [25]. Historically, wrangling
was done with scripting languages such as Python, Perl, and R, or
manipulation in spreadsheet tools, requiring significant computational skills. More recently, a new generation of interactive data
wrangling tools instead uses visualization, interactive specification
of rules, and machine learning to improve the efficiency and scale
of data manipulation tasks while also providing accessibility to a
broader set of analysts [26, 61, 64].
These powerful, interactive data wrangling tools, however, ignore
a data type that is increasingly important [6]: networks. Whereas
some datasets inherently represent a network that exists in the physical world, such as the connections between neurons in a brain or
roads between cities, many other datasets also benefit from a network
representation during analysis. The influence of social connections
on obesity rates [10], the spread of information via a digital media
platform [3], or the evolution of sticky feet of geckos [18] are but a
few examples.
In such cases, an analyst has one, or possibly many, mental models
of the data as a network. However, source data rarely conforms to
the way an analyst thinks about it. To model data as a network,
analysts must wrangle the dataset, often starting with tabular or
key-value data. Transforming data itself can lead to new hypotheses,
and thus a new network representation of the data. Also, new tasks
often necessitate new data abstractions [40]. It stands to reason that
the ability to rapidly and easily transform network data can foster
creative visualization solutions and simplify both exploration and

communication of the key aspects of a dataset.
Existing network wrangling tools, most notably Ploceus and
Orion [21, 33], focus on creating an initial network model, but
no tools yet exist to iteratively and interactively reshape the network model itself with operations such as converting between nodes
and edges [41]. Other operations that leverage edges, such as
connectivity-based filtering [8], can currently be performed only
with code. Consequently, the steep learning curve of programming
languages creates an unnecessary barrier that prevents many analysts
from wrangling their own networks.
In this paper, we introduce Origraph, our primary contribution
(see Figure 1). Origraph is a visual, interactive network wrangling
tool that implements an expanded set of wrangling operations that
allow analysts to model and reshape networks from input data in
various forms. The goal of Origraph is to allow analysts to translate
their data into the network representation that is most suited to answer their analysis questions and refine or revamp that representation
as analysis questions change over time.
We also contribute a discussion of network wrangling operations,
propose several new operations, and then classify them into a preliminary taxonomy. The elicitation of these operations is grounded
in a literature analysis, an analysis of user needs in prior projects,
eliciting missing capabilities in existing tools, and our own experience in wrangling network data. Origraph implements all operations
we identified. Operations that are unique to Origraph are concerned
with introducing new nodes, edges, or attributes based on leveraging network structures and multivariate attributes simultaneously.
For example, Origraph supports an operation to introduce edges between two nodes if these nodes are connected by a path with specific
properties.
Origraph includes visualizations of the data that support analysts
in their reshaping and analysis process. Dedicated views communicate the state of the network, the attributes of the nodes and edges,
and a sample of the network as currently modeled. Specialized
views and algorithms support analysts in making network wrangling
decisions. Origraph is web-based and open-source. A prototype is
available at https://origraph.github.io/.
We designed Origraph with a diverse audience in mind: from
data journalists who analyze bot networks on social media, to social
scientists who investigate the spread of specific terms in political
circles, to biologists who study protein interaction. We do not expect
users of Origraph to be able to program. Some advanced functionality is made available for more skilled analysts, such that they can
write expressions slightly above the level of formulas in spreadsheet
software to perform sophisticated filtering and aggregation. At the
same time we believe that Origraph can also speed up the wrangling
process of skilled programmers.
We validate Origraph in two complex network modeling use cases.
First, we reshape a movie dataset so that we can investigate gender
biases in recent popular movies. In the second use case, we integrate
data from various sources and build a network that allows us to
investigate how money from donors could influence votes in the US
Senate on issues related to the war in Yemen.
2

R ELATED W ORK

Origraph draws on related work in graph editing, tabular data wrangling, graph databases, and network modeling. Graph editing refers
to tools aimed at visualizing and editing existing networks. Tabular data wrangling tools work with tabular data and excel at data
transformation and querying. Graph databases are optimized for
storing, indexing, and querying large networks. Network modeling
involves extracting a network from tabular data. We discuss relevant
prior work in the respective subsections below. Various network
visualization systems support basic operations, such as aggregating
nodes into supernodes, or filtering nodes and edges. We limit our
discussion here to tools and techniques that support more sophisti-

cated wrangling operations and refer to review articles [35, 43] for a
survey of more general network visualization methods.
2.1

Graph Editing

A wide array of tools are designed to allow users to visualize and
edit networks and their associated attributes. Tools such as Cytoscape [55] and Gephi [5] focus on the topology of the graph and
offer several editing features. Similarly, Graphviz [12] is a collection
of graph drawing tools, including layout programs and customizable
graph editors.
Tools in this space allow users to modify a network, mainly by
creating or deleting nodes and edges. This level of editing is useful
for tasks such as finding and correcting mistakes in the data or inputting new data. However, these edits are not based on rules; rather
they are limited to the instance level and hence do not generalize to
the entire network. Filters are a common exception to this restriction:
most network visualization tools support filtering nodes or items.
Generally, graph editing tools assume a well-defined network
as input. These tools are primarily designed to represent network
models as they exist, and do not have features aimed at creating or
deriving new models. The Tulip framework [1] touches on network
modeling by enabling users to import data and generating multiple
data models for users to visualize and explore. However, users do
not have control over how these data models are generated, nor can
they modify them.
2.2

Wrangling Tabular Data

Data wrangling applications for tabular data include tools such as
Google Refine [23], Data Wrangler [26] and its commercial successor Trifacta Wrangler [61], and Microsoft Excel, which focus on
data transformation and cleanup. These systems enable analysts to
reformat input data to best suit their analysis tasks, but they are not
designed to support network data.
Some data wrangling tools use network visualization in the process of wrangling data. D-Dupe [9] uses a network perspective to
help resolve duplicate entities while cleaning a dataset. Schema
Mapper [54] uses network visualizations to explore how one hierarchical dataset maps to another. GraphCuisine uses a visual interface
to generate random networks [2]. Although these approaches utilize network visualization in the wrangling process, and support
wrangling tasks on non-tabular data, they do not wrangle networks
themselves.
NodeXL [56], an extension to Excel, allows users to import,
visualize, and transform network data. However, NodeXL provides
only a minimal set of network transformation features. Moreover,
Liu et al. [33] point out that conducting extensive network reshaping
with NodeXL would require users to be Excel experts.
2.3

Scripting for Graph Wrangling

Another domain of related work is network-specific technologies
ranging from libraries such as NetworkX [17] and mully [19]
to graph databases such as neo4j [24], OrientDB [46], and
GraphDB [45]. Similar to Origraph, these approaches allow users to
create and transform network models as needed. However, creating
or changing a network model in such systems must be done through
scripting, requiring users to be proficient in the context-specific language. In contrast, Origraph does not require programming for most
operations and allows users to create and transform network models
with an interactive interface.
2.4

Network Modeling

Network modeling, i.e., the concept of creating networks from tabular data, has been explored by several tools. The need for these
tools arises from the frequent storage of network data as tables,
containing a list of items and their associated attributes. These

tools commonly also provide visualization to better understand and
explore the resulting network structure.
Commercial systems such as TouchGraph Navigator [60] and
Centrifuge [58] support network modeling by allowing users to
create attribute relationship graphs from tabular data. Attribute relationship graphs, which were introduced by Weaver [66], refer to
graphs where attributes are connected based on co-occurrence. A related approach, used by both PivotGraph [65] and HoneyComb [63],
generates new network models by aggregating nodes that have a
certain attribute.
The two systems most related to Origraph are Orion [21] and
Ploceus [33]. Both systems model attribute relationship graphs
based on tables from relational databases. Ploceus’s approach is
based on relational algebra whereas Orion uses relational tables as
its base and represents networks as edge tables. Although Orion and
Ploceus are well suited for creating networks from tabular data, they
do not support reshaping existing networks. The ability to iterate
on chosen data abstractions is restricted to creating a new network
model from the raw data. Each distinct network model needs to
be specified from the ground up; users cannot create alternative
network models with an existing model as a starting point. Both
Orion and Ploceus do support node attributes, but unlike Origraph,
do not support edge attributes beyond simple edge weights. We
discuss differences and similarities between Origraph and these two
tools in more detail in Section 10.
Another related modeling tool is Graphiti [57], which uses
demonstration-based interaction to create edges in networks.
Graphiti infers possible data abstractions from instance-level operations. Although Graphiti supports modifying existing networks
by adding new edge types, it does not support more extensive reshaping operations such as changing nodes to edges or deriving new
classes from attributes of connected nodes or edges.
Ultimately, Origraph builds on existing work by extending the
concept of network modeling and providing powerful network reshaping features. In this vein, Origraph offers support for edge attributes, more expressive network modeling features such as faceting
and deriving reduced attributes, and annotation features. Our work
differs from other systems by giving users the ability to leverage
existing network models to create more expressive abstractions for
node and edges that best reflect their semantic understanding of their
data, and by enabling rich edge semantics that other systems cannot
represent.
3

T ERMINOLOGY

Here we define terminology that we use to describe the operations,
as well as the functionality of Origraph. In this work, we focus
on modeling networks using nodes and edges. Both nodes and
edges can have attributes associated with them. A class defines a
common set of attributes for either nodes or edges: a node class
defines a class of nodes, and an edge class defines a class of edges.
We treat nodes and edges as fluid concepts that can change, and
use the term class to generically refer to node and edge classes and
items to refer to generic instances of nodes or edges. Supernodes
are nodes representing a set of other nodes.
We use the term network model for the set of classes and their
relationships. The network model describes relationships between
types of nodes and edges on an abstract level and is independent from
concrete instances of the classes, similar to how a database schema
is independent from the specific data in the database. Concrete
nodes and links make up the network topology. It is noteworthy
that networks with trivial models (e.g., a single node class and a
single edge class) can be arbitrarily large and complex.
Edges can be directed or undirected. Node and edge attributes can
be numerical, ordinal, nominal, sets, or labels/identifiers. Attributes
may also contain complex data structures such as nested hierarchies,
lists, and objects.

4

E LICITING O PERATIONS

We developed our set of proposed operations through a reflective
analysis process, in which there is a direct mapping from user tasks
to operations. Connecting nodes, for example, is both a user task
and a network wrangling operation. We use the term operation, as
we frame operations from the perspective of what a network wrangling system should support. In our elicitation, we reflected upon
published task lists for visual graph analysis [29, 43, 50]; related
systems that support limited aspects of graph wrangling [8, 20, 32]
our own experiences working with domain experts on graph analysis [8,27,31,36,42–44,47–49] and those of colleagues [13,41,51,65,
for example]; and an informal task analysis that we conducted with
new collaborators [3, 4, 28, 37, 38]. Through an iterative, dialogical
approach among the co-authors that involved discussions, written
summaries, and design sketches, we considered the myriad of literature and experiential sources in determining the range of operations
for wrangling and reshaping networks that are, or could be, useful for
analysts. The final list of operations represents our proposed vision
of what should constitute a feature-rich system for fully supporting
a flexible approach to using networks.
These operations could support a new approach to answering
complex question like those we pose in Section 9, one that makes use
of networks as a data representation that can be derived from various
input data sources and flexibly reshaped as an analysis progresses
and new questions come up.
As interactive network wrangling is a relatively new research area,
the ambition of our work is to expand the vocabulary of operations,
and to classify these operations in our preliminary taxonomy. Important future work will be to identify a formal taxonomy and to
study which operations are useful for specific tasks and user group
combinations.
5

O PERATIONS

We classify the operations we identified into three categories, which
constitute our taxonomy: modeling operations that modify the network model and network topology by introducing new node and/or
edge classes in a network; item operations that modify the network
topology by removing or introducing items (instances of links or
nodes); and attribute operations that manipulate the attributes of,
or add new attributes to, existing classes.
We illustrate these operations with a simple movie network consisting of movies, actors, and roles with attributes such as genre,
company, and gender. We introduce a more complex wrangling
workflow with a real movie dataset in Section 9.1. We provide a
comparison of which operations are supported in other systems, and
which are unique to Origraph in Supplementary Table 1.
Although we do not claim that this list is exhaustive, we demonstrate that the combination of these operations extends the space of
transformations currently possible with Orion and Ploceus [21, 33].
5.1

Modeling Operations

Modeling operations affect the network model by introducing or
removing node or edge classes. Modeling operations also affect the
network topology because they implicitly create new node and edge
instances.
Connecting or disconnecting items is the most fundamental
modeling operation. Connections can be established by leveraging
the primary key / foreign key approach well known in the database
literature, where each item of a tabular dataset has a unique ID,
and another column has a foreign key pointing to the primary key
of the same or another table. This is also a common way to store
graphs in non-volatile memory: many network file formats store lists
of nodes and lists of links between these nodes. We also consider
cases where an item in a table stores a list of connection targets
using foreign keys. More generally, connections can be derived
from arbitrary attributes, for example by (partially) matching strings,

or by evaluating arbitrary functions on attributes. In the movie
dataset, for example, we could introduce edges between movies
that have a significant number of female actors to form a clique of
gender-balanced movies.
Promoting attributes allows users to promote the unique
values of an attribute column to a new class (Figure 2). In the
movie example, we could take a column containing film genres
and promote these to a separate “genres” class, while at the same
time introducing edges between the new genre nodes and the movie
nodes.
Forest Gump
genre: Drama
Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy

Promote
(genre)

Forest Gump
genre: Drama
Drama

Role:
Vivian Ward

Touchstone
Pictures

Pretty
Woman

Notting Hill
genre: Comedy
Julia Roberts

Faceting slices a class based on the value of an attribute and
creates new classes for each slice, as illustrated in Figure 3. An
example is to facet the movie class on the genre attribute, which
generates a new class for each unique genre containing only the
movies of that genre.
Movies
Forest Gump
genre: Drama
Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy

Comedy Movies

Facet
(on genre)

Notting Hill
genre: Comedy

Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy
Notting Hill
genre: Comedy

Drama Movies

Forest Gump
genre: Drama

Figure 3: Faceting a movies node class based on genres. The facet
operation results in two new node classes, one for “Comedy Movies”
and the other for “Drama Movies”.

Converting between nodes and edges transforms connected
nodes into edges, or vice versa, retaining the connectivity and semantics of the network, as illustrated in Figure 4. For example, given
actors connected to movies, we convert the movie nodes to edges,
which results in a collaboration network between actors, where edges
connect actors who have acted together in a movie.
Richard Gere
Pretty Woman

Convert

Richard Gere

Pretty
Woman

Hugh Grant
Julia Roberts

Notting Hill

Hugh Grant

Julia Roberts

g
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H

Figure 4: Converting nodes to edges. Here, movie nodes are converted to edges, resulting in a network linking co-actors.

Edge projection introduces an edge based on a path in the
network model between nodes, as illustrated in Figure 5. The path
can be specified with a set of rules leveraging the classes and the
attributes of the network. For example, in an actor–role–movie–
production-company network, edge projection can be used to connect an actor with the production-company. Another example is to
project edges from an actor–movie–actor relationship to an actor–
actor relationship, limiting edges to financially successful collaborations by considering only edges that transit through movies that had
a box office return above a specified number.
Creating supernodes aggregates the information of multiple
nodes into a single supernode that represents all the constituting
nodes. For example, we could create a supernode that represents
all comedy movies (Figure 6). There are different ways to realize
a “create supernode” operation: one can retain all aggregated nodes

Julia Roberts

Role:
Vivian Ward

Touchstone
Pictures

Pretty
Woman

and edges, or replace the aggregated nodes with the supernode. In
Origraph, we retain all nodes and edges, which can be filtered out in
a subsequent step.
Hugh Grant

Figure 2: Promoting the genre attribute of the three movies. A new
genre node class with two instances contains two nodes with the
unique genres. The new nodes are connected to their source nodes.

Project

Figure 5: Projecting an edge. Paths connecting an actor to a role to a
movie to a production company are projected to an actor–productioncompany edge (orange).

Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy
Comedy

Notting Hill
genre: Comedy

Julia Roberts

Love Actually
genre: Drama
Notting Hill
genre: Comedy
Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy

Super
Node

Love Actually
genre: Drama

Hugh Grant

Julia Roberts

Comedy
Movies

Notting Hill
genre: Comedy
Pretty Woman
genre: Comedy

Figure 6: Creating a supernode. Notting Hill and Pretty Woman
are combined into the supernode Comedy Movies. This supernode
inherits all edges and also has edges to the aggregated movies.

Rolling up edges combines parallel edges, or multiple edges
that connect the same two nodes, into a single edge of a new edge
type. For example, in a co-appearance network of actors, some
actors might have appeared together in multiple movies, represented
by multiple edges. The rollup operation results in a single new edge
connecting these actors.
5.2 Item Operations
Item operations change the number of items in existing classes. They
may leverage the network model, but they do not modify it. Item
operations affect the topology of the network, as they manipulate
which nodes and edges exist.
Filtering by attributes removes nodes or edges based on
the values of an attribute. For example, we could filter by removing
all movie nodes that grossed less than $10 million, or remove all
actor-movie edges where the role was not a speaking role.
Connectivity-based filtering describes filter operations on
items (nodes or edges) that leverage the connectivity of a network. In
the movie network, where actors are connected to movies they acted
in, an example of connective filtering is to remove all actors who
have never acted in a movie that grossed more than $100 million.
Connectivity-based filtering can also leverage complex, multi-hop
operations [8].
5.3 Attribute Operations
Attribute operations modify class attributes or create new ones, but
they do not impact the network model or the network topology.
They are, however, an important prior or subsequent step in many
modeling operations.
Deriving in-class attributes leverages existing attributes in
a node or edge class to derive new ones. For example, for actor
nodes with birth and death year, we could derive the attribute “age”,
representing either the actor’s current age, if they are alive, or their
age at death.
Connectivity-based attribute derivation is concerned with
deriving attributes for a node or edge class based on attributes in a
possibly indirectly connected class (Figure 7). As an example, in an
actor-movie network, we can compute a new attribute “gender bias”
on the movie class by iterating through all the actors connected to
each movie and dividing the number of men by the total number of
actors in that movie. Connectivity-based attribute derivation can be
very useful as a follow-up step to many modeling operations. For

example, when creating supernodes, it is often relevant to also
aggregate some of the attributes of the original nodes into the supernode. Combined with modeling operations such as promoting
attributes, edge projection, creating supernodes, or rolling
up edges, this is the network version of the split-apply-combine
(or map-reduce) strategy common in tabular data analysis [67]. As
with tabular data, potentially relevant apply functions are immensely
diverse.
Colin Firth
gender: male

Love
Actually

Hugh Grant
gender: male
Julia Roberts
gender: female

Derive

Notting Hill

Colin Firth
gender: male

Love Actually

Hugh Grant
gender: male

Notting Hill

Julia Roberts
gender: female

gender: m,m
gender bias:1

gender:m,f
gender bias:.5

Figure 7: Deriving attributes across connected classes. Nodes of
the movie class derive attributes from the adjacent actor class. In
this case, the gender of the actors is used to calculate a gender bias
score.

Changing edge directionality introduces directionality to,
or removes it from, previously undirected edges, or changes the
direction of edges. Like all other operations, changing edge direction
is rule based. For example, in a network of movies and actors, edges
between movies and actors can be made directional to represent an
“acted in” relationship.
5.4

Housekeeping Operations

In addition to these data wrangling operations, a system implementing these operations will also need to enable a series of basic
operations, such as importing data from various file formats, extracting nested file structures, exporting data for consumption by
graph visualization tools, renaming classes and attributes, removing
or hiding classes or attributes, etc. Since these are not specific to
network wrangling, we do not discuss them in detail.
5.5

Discussion

Several of these operations are available in prior systems, yet three
operations are unique to Origraph. We discuss the merits of these
novel operations here. Converting between nodes and edges is
a critical operation when working with multi-typed networks. Consider the case of movies and actors. In the source network, only
relationships between movies and actors are captured. If analysts
desire to investigate collaboration patterns, they have to convert the
movie nodes to edges, capturing collaboration between actors.
Connectivity-based attribute derivation, in contrast, is critical for
analyzing network effects in datasets, i.e., effects that propagate
along connections, a question that is fundamental to, e.g., studying
social networks [10]. Deriving attributes based on distant connections makes it possible to reveal these network effects at the nodes
they influence. For example, we can identify gender bias of movies
by deriving attributes from the actors, or, even further removed, create a gender bias score for production companies based on attributes
of nodes (actors) that are twice removed.
Connectivity-based
filtering, in turn, is a logical extension of attribute derivation: it
allows analysts to leverage network effects at arbitrary distances to
simplify the network to suit their analysis needs.
Some of the described operations can be achieved by sequentially
executing other operations. For example,
connectivity-based
filtering can be achieved by first deriving attributes based on
connectivity and then filtering based on attributes. Similarly,
converting nodes to edges could be achieved by first projecting
edges and then deleting the intermediate nodes and edges. We have
chosen to include these operations nevertheless, because we believe
that they are closer to an analyst’s mental model and require less
indirection.

6

O RIGRAPH D ESIGN

We implemented the network wrangling operations we identified in
Origraph, complementing them with visualizations supporting the
operations, showing the state of the network in various views. A key
design goal of Origraph is to immediately visualize the effect of an
operation on the network model, the underlying topology, and the
attributes, so that analysts can easily understand their actions.
The interface contains three main views, shown in Figure 1: a
network model view, an attribute view, and a network sample view,
in addition to various operation-specific views. The network model
view is one of several ways users can modify the state of the network
by generating new node and edge classes, and connect existing
classes. The attribute view shows a table for each node and edge
class, where attributes are columns and rows are instances. Table
headers enable users to filter, sort, control instance labeling, and
generate new node classes based on attributes. The network sample
view displays a sample of the network with a concrete instance of
each class in the network model. Views can be flexibly placed and
scaled.
Origraph aims to make interactions for operations as close to
their visual representation as possible. For example, operations
such as connecting node classes are supported through direct
manipulation of the network model; similarly, operations that utilize
attributes are accessible from the attribute headers.
6.1

Network Model View

The network model view serves to represent all classes and their
relationships, and to initiate modeling operations. The network
model is represented as a node-link diagram, as shown in Figure 8.
Node classes are represented as circles and edge classes as lines.
Generic classes (before they are assigned to be nodes or edges) are
represented as diamonds. We chose these encodings because they
are consistent with the mental model most analysts have about nodes
and edges. Recall that edges can have arbitrarily many and complex
attributes, just as nodes, and that they can exist independent of nodes,
which implies that we need to interact with edges in the same ways as
with nodes. Our final edge encoding enforces that a segment of the
edge is always horizontal and allows a connection to a node on each
side (notice that a segment of the cast edge is horizontal in Figure 8).
The horizontal segment ensures readable labels (no tilted text) and a
simplified way of interacting with edges (no rotation). A downside
of these restrictions is that effective layouts can be challenging with
off-the-shelf algorithms, which is why we rely mostly on manual
layouts. We also experimented with other glyphs for edges that are
more flexible in terms of where we can draw connection lines. We,
however, found it more important to use the edge metaphor than to
enable better automatic layouts.
The number of items in each class is displayed with labels. We
also experimented with graphical encodings for the number of items,
but found that significantly different class sizes are common, resulting in unbalanced visuals and difficulties in interacting with the
classes. Each class is assigned a unique color and a class label.
Both are used consistently across all views for elements associated
with that class. Although qualitative color scales are limited in the
number of distinguishable colors, we observed that most cases do

Figure 8: A simple network model for the movies dataset. Node
classes (movies, people) are represented as circles, edge classes as
lines (cast), and generic classes as diamonds (crew). The cast edge
class connects movies and people.

not exceed six or seven classes. For more than eight classes, we use
gray as the color and fall back to labels and interactive highlighting.
Nodes and edges have handles that can be used to initiate connection and edge projection operations by dragging the handle
of one class to the other. Conversion and direction changes
are available in place in the network model view.
6.2

Attribute View

The attribute view uses a tabular layout with multiple tabs to represent classes, attributes, and items. Each class is displayed in a
separate table/tab, with a column for each class attribute and a row
for each item. In contrast to other tools [21,33], we chose to show not
only the attributes and data types, but also the whole table, because
we believe that it is important to be able to quickly assess the full
dataset when making wrangling decisions. Our attribute view shows
the data in cells as numbers or strings, but we consider visual encodings for future versions [16]. The attribute table can also handle
nested data structures, such as arrays and objects, which we encode
using curly or square brackets for objects and arrays, respectively,
enclosing a number indicating the size of the data structure.
Column headers serve as the interface for initiating operations
that are based on attributes, including the modeling operations
promotion and faceting, the item operations direct and
connectivity-based filtering, as well as the attribute operations
for in-class and across-class attribute derivation.
6.3

Network Sample View

The network sample view renders a force-directed node-link diagram
containing a sample of the network in its current state. The nodes
are colored according to their class; node labels are shown on hover,
and are rendered persistently for selected nodes and their neighbors.
The attribute view and network sample view are linked through
highlighting. Which attribute to use as a label can be changed in the
attribute view.
By default, we sample from node and edge classes while ensuring
that the sampled items are connected. We achieve this by using the
depth-first sampling approach described by Hu and Lau [22], but
slightly modify it to balance sampling across classes. Alternatively,
users can seed nodes or edges of interest using controls in the network sample view, or add specific items from an attribute table. To
see the relationships of a specific node, its neighbors can be added
on demand.
Our strategy of working with network samples and selected items
is based on the assumption that most networks wrangled with Origraph exceed what can sensibly be drawn using a simple node link
layout. Sampling is appropriate when the goal of the analyst is
to quickly judge the effect of wrangling operations, whereas the
approach of selectively querying and expanding a subgraph allows
analysts to address focused network tasks, where the details of specific node and edge neighborhoods and their attributes matter [44].
6.4

Operation Views

In addition to the views that represent the state of the network and
the underlying data, Origraph provides several views designed to aid
analysts in executing operations.
Connection Support Interface
The connect operation matches items in two classes. Origraph
supports node-edge or node-node connections. Node-edge connections connect the nodes to only one “side” of an edge and are
commonly followed by a similar operation on the other side. For
example, when treating movie roles as edges, we connect that edge
first to actors and then to movies using two connect operations.
Node-node operations implicitly introduce a new edge class.
Connecting two classes can be difficult, especially if the attribute
tables are large, and inconsistent column labels are used. Origraph

Figure 9: The connection support interface aids in finding the right
connections between attributes of two different classes. The raw data
of each class is shown on the right. The left side shows a score
for different attribute combinations. Here the column named ‘id’ is
selected in both classes (people and cast). The histograms at the top
and the bottom show the degree distribution for the selected attribute.

supports this process through a visual interface, shown in Figure 9.
The interface calculates all pairwise matches between the source
and target classes for all attribute combinations and the index of the
items. Based on that information, we calculate a heuristic score for
every attribute combination between the items of two classes (src
and trg) as follows:

(
∑
scoren,m =

∑
class∈{src,trg}

item∈class

1
,
degn,m (item)

if degn,m (item) > 0

−1,

otherwise
|class|

Here, n is the attribute in the src class, m in the trg class, and
degn,m (item) is the degree of the item when connecting between the
classes based on these attributes. The heuristic is designed to give
a greater weight to 1-1 matches and slightly discounts matches to
nodes with higher degrees. Discounting nodes with higher degrees
avoids issues with cases where a small set of categorical labels that
are identical between the two classes produces many matches. The
heuristic penalizes missing connections and normalizes the final
scores to the class size. The heuristic results in a score of 2 if each
item in the source class matches exactly one item in the target class
and there are no mismatches, and -2 if no matches are found.
The contribution of each class to this heuristic is shown in the
interface as a stacked bar chart. Solid bars encode the final score,
and shaded bars encode one-sided scores where the overall score is
smaller than the score of one class. Additionally, histograms show
the degree distribution of the items. Figure 9 shows connections
for people to a list of cast members. The people class contains
many individuals who are crew but not cast members, but each
cast member has a match in the people table. The people degree
distribution shows that most people acted in no movies (the crew),
followed by many in a single movie, and much fewer in multiple
movies. The heuristic score shows that the highest score matches the
indices of the two classes, which is not correct. The score between
the two id attributes is slightly lower. The relationship between these
attributes is also shown as a link between the tables.

Figure 10: Path selection (left) and apply function (right) interface
showing a derive connected attribute operation counting the number of actors associated with a production company. A preview of the
results is shown on the right.

Path-Based Operations
Several operations, including edge projection, deriving attributes based on connectivity, and connectivity-based filtering, require analysts to specify conditional paths in a network. For
example, to connect an actor with a direct edge to a production
company, as illustrated in Figure 5, analysts have to specify the path
from actor to role to movie to production company.
To simplify selecting these paths, Origraph includes an interface
that displays all paths across node and edge classes starting from a
selected node, as shown in Figure 10. Analysts can select specific
paths (including loops), which are shown in a breadcrumb interface
at the top. These paths are then used as input to the aforementioned
operations.
Specifying Functions
The two operations concerned with attribute derivation ( in-class
and connectivity-based attribute derivation); and the filter operations ( direct and connectivity-based filtering) are based on
evaluating functions over one or multiple values. Here, the tension is
most acute between supporting operations that do not strictly require
programming, yet could benefit significantly from its expressiveness.
To address this balance, each of these operations has two modes. One
is a standard, non-programming mode that provides sets of common
functions such as count, sum, or median for attribute derivation; or
simple less-than, equality, or greater-than comparisons for filtering
(see Figure 10).
An advanced mode drops analysts into a pre-populated code
template that implements the standard function they had previously
chosen. They can then adapt this function as needed. For example,
Figure 11 shows the computation of a gender bias ratio, which was
minimally adapted from auto-generated code for computing the
median.
7

I MPLEMENTATION

Origraph is a client-only web application, published under a permissive open-source license. The source code is available at
https://github.com/origraph/origraph.github.io.
Origraph is designed to help analysts create a set of rules for
reshaping a graph in a lightweight, flexible interface. In its current
form, it scales to medium-sized networks (up to tens of thousands of
nodes) that can fit in memory. However, Origraph’s interface is built
on top of an independent graph processing library origraph.js,
available at https://github.com/origraph/origraph.js. Ultimately, our goal is to support interactive operations with an inmemory sample of a large graph, and then export a script capable of

applying users’ rules to much larger datasets, similar to the strategy
pioneered by existing tabular data wrangling tools [26, 61, 64].
The underlying library interacts with raw data using two different
layers of abstraction: a table network layer, underneath an interpreted network model layer. Similar to the schema of a relational
database, the table network is a lazily evaluated specification of
raw and derived tables, and any connections between them. The
interpreted network layer maps tables in the table network to classes
in the network model: both node and edge classes must map to a specific target table. This way, edges in the graph are always guaranteed
to support features, such as edge attributes, that existing network
modeling tools [21, 33] cannot represent. Furthermore, edge classes
reference up to two paths through the table network, from the target
edge table to its connected node tables. Distinct paths between tables
imply that edge classes can be fully or partially disconnected, and
these states are reflected in Origraph’s interface. Keeping these two
layers separate allows for free-form reinterpretation of the underlying tables as node or edge classes.
8

I NPUT

AND

O UTPUT

As for any data wrangling tool, input and output are important considerations. Our design goal for input is to ingest data formats from
“in-the-wild” data sources and to avoid the need for pre-processing.
To this end, Origraph supports tabular data that can contain explicit
node and link lists; alternatively links can be inferred based on
attributes.
Another input data type is hierarchical, specifically JSON, which
is a common format for API responses from numerous online services. The hierarchy commonly contains multiple levels of items
that can be individually represented as nodes and edges. A movie
object, for example, can contain an array of all cast members, themselves represented as complex objects. Origraph implements special
unroll and expand operations to convert these nested structures into
separate classes.
Origraph currently exports d3.js-style JSON, zipped CSV files,
and GEXF for analyzing the wrangled graphs in off-the-shelf graph
visualization tools such as Gephi or Cytoscape. The prototype comes
with multiple datasets that can be loaded in raw or pre-assembled
format.
9

U SE C ASES

Here we demonstrate how Origraph can be used to wrangle two
network datasets. The data for both cases was retrieved from several
different APIs, and no data wrangling was performed outside of
Origraph. The scripts used to access the API endpoints and the
resulting data can be found at https://github.com/origraph/
data; each dataset is also provided as a sample in Origraph. Figures
showing the full state of the interface at each step (M1–M18; Y1–
Y15) are available in the supplemental material.
9.1

Gender Bias in Movies

The network used in this example is a network of movies, actors,
crew members, and production companies. The data was retrieved
from “The Movie Database” [11], a community-built movie and TV
database. The analysis question we want to investigate concerns
issues related to gender bias in the movie industry.
We select the 50 most popular movies (according to TMDB’s
internal ranking of popularity), retrieve data related to these movies,
and store the data in three JSON files. The movies file contains information on the 50 most popular movies, including attributes such as
movie id, title and year of release, budget, genre, spoken languages,
popularity, run time, revenue, and nested objects describing the production companies involved. The people file contains information on
all people in these movies and contains a unique id for each person
in addition to attributes such as gender, popularity, place of birth,
and day of death. The credits file contains two nested objects, one

for cast and one for crew. These objects contain attributes such as
roles, departments, and the ids for movies and people. In total, the
datasets contains 2689 cast items, 7704 crew items, 116 production
companies, 181 relationships between production companies and
movies, and 8951 people.
We also retrieved a dataset containing Bechdel ratings for 7871
movies [59], including the 50 that we retrieved from TMDB. The
Bechdel test assigns a rating from 0-3 to each movie based on three
criteria: (1) the movie must have at least two women in it, who (2)
talk to each other, about (3) something besides a man. A movie that
fails all three criteria is assigned a score of 0; a movie that passes the
test is assigned a score of 3. Supplementing the TMDB data with the
Bechdel rating allows us to answer some interesting gender-related
questions about the movies.
We start the process of modeling a network by importing the raw
data described above. Our first objective is to combine the Bechdel
and TMDB data about movies. To do this, we employ convert,
derive attribute, connect, and derive connected attribute
operations to arrive at a combined movies class with attributes from
both sources (see Figures M1–M6). We then unroll nested cast and
crew objects as distinct classes (Figure M7), convert people to
nodes, cast and crew to edges (Figure M8), and then connect both
cast and crew to people and movies (Figure M9). At this stage, we
have modeled a basic network; movies and people are connected
through cast and crew edges, and each movie has an associated
Bechdel score. This dataset might suffice to answer basic questions
concerning which people participated in movies with high or low
Bechdel scores; however, an analyst might also be interested in
gender bias at the level of production companies.
To treat production companies as distinct entities, we scroll
through the movie attributes to “production companies”. The values
in this column are arrays of objects, so we unroll them into their
own class (Figure M10). The unroll operation also connects the
new items to the movie nodes they originated from. We rename the
newly created class “produced by” to better reflect the meaning of
this class in our model.
We leverage the promote operation on the company “name”
attribute to create a new class with unique company names. We then
rename the newly created class “Companies” (Figures M11–M12).
However, companies are now connected to movies only indirectly
via “produced by” nodes. Semantically, it would be more meaningful
to connect companies directly to movies via an edge, which we can
achieve with the convert operation, applied to the “produced
by” node class (Figure M13). Since Origraph supports rich edge
attributes, these edges preserve all the attributes of the original data.
With this iteration of the network model built, we are ready to
reshape the network to support analysis questions regarding gender
bias for each movie. To do this, we compute a new attribute in the
movie table. Similar to the earlier task of copying Bechdel scores,
this operation requires information from connected classes, so we
use the connectivity-based attribute derivation operation. In
order to calculate the gender bias for actors in a movie, we must
access the gender of all the people who are connected to the movie
via a cast edge. In this example, we are interested in the ratio of men
to women, so we select gender from the list of attributes, choose
the mean computation that approximates what we want to compute
(Figure M14), and then select the advanced mode, which allows us
to modify the mean code to compute the ratio of men to women
(Figures 11 and M15). A preview table on the right shows sample
values to ensure we are computing the attribute correctly.
Once the gender bias has been computed, we sort on this attribute in the table, which reveals that of the movies in this dataset,
“Ocean’s Eight” is the one with the highest ratio of women to men
(Figure M16). Interestingly, the movie with the highest gender bias,
“BlacKKKlansman”, passes the Bechdel test, with a score of three,
which suggests that one metric (or both) possibly oversimplifies the

Figure 11: Interface for deriving a custom attribute using code. In this
case, the user adapts an auto-generated template for computing the
mean value, changing eight lines of code: the counter initialization
lines (2,3); the if conditionals and increments (9-13); and the return
statement (16).

concept of gender bias. To explore the relationship between each
metric, we can export the movies class as a CSV file, and visualize Cast Gender Bias, Crew Gender Bias, and Bechdel scores in a
scatterplot matrix (Figure M17).
A follow-up question is to find out which actors tend to be cast in
movies with a lower gender bias. We can explore the local connections around movies of interest using Origraph’s sample interface
(Figure 1), or export finished network dataset to a more dedicated
network visualization tool such as Gephi (Figure M18).
9.2

Money and Political Support for the War in Yemen

Our second use case focuses on a network of current US senators,
voting behavior on the recent bill regarding US support of the Yemen
war, donors of these senators, and their social media statements related to this issue. This topic has received considerable attention in
the media [15, 34] and serves as an interesting use case to demonstrate the ability of Origraph to connect data from disparate sources
to tell a compelling story. The bill in question (session 2, roll call
250) was to determine whether the US should remove military support from the war in Yemen. The final vote count was in support
of removing support. Yet it is still interesting to model a network
that can address questions related to the votes of senators and their
connections to donors. One such question is whether senators who
voted against the Yemen bill were financially supported by a specific
subset of donors with an interest in the conflict. A related question is whether senators were more or less vocal in their support
or opposition, which we can estimate based on press releases and
tweets.
We obtained the data from the ProPublica Congress API [52] and
through the Twitter API [62]. Again, we did not perform any preprocessing on the datasets retrieved from these APIs. The raw data
files imported in this example include: information for all current
senators including gender and political party, the way each senator
voted for the bill on Yemen, all press releases made by members
of the senate in relation to the Yemen bill, all FEC reports about
donations made in 2018 that either support or oppose a member of
the senate, and all tweets made by senators from Nov. 28 to Dec. 4,
2018.
Once the raw files have been loaded (Supplementary Figure Y1),
we
convert senators, votes, campaign contributions, press releases, and tweets to nodes (Figure Y2). We connect senators to
their twitter accounts by expanding nested information (Figures Y3–
Y5). Because we ultimately care about connecting senators to their
tweets, we can abstract away the twitter account class by converting it to an edge. We now have a model of senator nodes,
connected directly to their tweets (Figure Y6). The next step involves connecting senators to their votes, their press releases, and
any donations made toward or against their campaign. This step can
be done directly with the connect interface, as press releases, votes,
and donations all have an attribute that directly references the senator ids (Figure Y7). We are particularly interested in distinguishing

Figure 12: A political donor, vote, tweet, and press release network.
Senators are connected to committees that donated to either support
or oppose them. They also have edges connecting them to how they
voted on the Yemen bill, their tweets, and press releases.

between senators who voted for or against the bill, so we facet the
votes node into separate “Yes” and “No” classes before connecting
them (Figure Y8).
The last step in modeling this network involves extracting the
individual donation committees. Since several donations are made by
the same committee, we first want to extract all unique committees
from the donations class. We leverage the promote operation
on the “committee name” attribute, which generates a new “Donor
Committees” class, with edges connecting each committee to their
donation in the “Donations” class (Figure Y9).
Because we are interested in which committees support or oppose
certain senators, we convert the donations node into an edge
(Figure Y10), and then
facet the edge into contributions that
support and those that oppose a senator (Figure Y11).
With this network modeled, as shown in Figure 12, we can turn
to the initial questions regarding relationships between donors and
vote outcomes on the Yemen bill. Our current network connects
donor committees to Yes and No votes through specific senators. An
analyst may be less interested in specific senators than relationships
between funding sources and votes; consequently, the intermediate
senators are a hindrance in this state of the network. To remedy this,
we can project new edges that connect donor committees directly
to vote classes (Figure Y12), resulting in a new edge class that is
a reasonable proxy for donor interest in the conflict. Exporting the
new projected edges, with donor and vote nodes, into Gephi allows
us to explore the donor interest network (Figure Y13). We discover
that, even though many republicans voted Yes on this bill, the NRA
supported only Republican senators who voted No, and opposed
senators who voted Yes. Although this pattern in connectivity does
not directly prove NRA support for the Yemen conflict, it could
suggest a point that an analyst or journalist might want to investigate
further.
Having incorporated Twitter and press release data, we may also
be interested in whether specific senators were vocal about the conflict. We can derive attributes on senators to ascertain whether their
tweets contain relevant “Khashoggi,” “Saudi,” or “Yemen” strings,
as well as whether or not a senator issued a press release about
their vote (Figure Y14). These new attributes can be interpreted
as set relationships—yet another data model—that might be better explored in a tool such as UpSet [30]. Exporting the derived
data to UpSet reveals that, with the exception of only three senators, senators who voted No were relatively silent about their votes
(Figure Y15).
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D ISCUSSION

Data abstractions often change in response to evolving exploration
and analysis tasks. The shape of the data is a proxy for an analyst’s real-world problem, and must be continuously assessed and
refined [14]. We argue that transforming a dataset into the form
best suited to answer analysis questions is essential, yet the tools

currently available for wrangling multivariate network datasets are
not powerful enough. The alternative of using scripting or database
query languages is time consuming, requires skill sets many analysts
do not have, and does not allow for rapid iterative exploration of the
changes made.
To address this problem, we introduce novel operations and visual analysis interfaces to support sophisticated interactive network
wrangling. By giving users the freedom to explore alternative data
abstractions, tools like Origraph have the potential to become powerful thinking tools that could begin to address the open challenge of
how to support visualization practitioners in exploring more diverse
data abstractions [7, 40]. Although the design space of data wrangling tools is still in its infancy, it is worth considering its breadth:
identifying data wrangling as a distinct category from data analysis [25] may need to be extended further to distinguish among data
analysis, classical “wrangling”, and abstraction transformation. The
standard notion of data wrangling [25] is often viewed through a
lens of data integration, diagnosing, and cleaning data problems. In
contrast, abstraction transformation is motivated by users’ mental
models and hence requires a distinct set of methods that support
different operations. Nevertheless, each category benefits from tight
integration with the others. For example, in Origraph, we integrate
data analysis through visualization with wrangling, which is also
imperative for checking whether wrangling operations have their
intended effects.
10.1

Comparing Origraph to a Computational Workflow

All wrangling operations that can be executed with Origraph can also
be implemented using different programming languages. However,
using a programming language has multiple disadvantages: first,
the skill level required to implement certain operations limits the
number of individuals who can execute them significantly, making
it prohibitive for data-literate non-programmers (e.g., individuals
who use Excel, Tableau, or Statistics software such as SPSS) to do
network wrangling.
All modeling operations in Origraph can be executed without
programming, which is noteworthy because operations that change
the database schema are relatively complicated in scripting languages such as SQL. Only non-standard attribute operations require
programming in Origraph: the “apply” functions following the splitapply-combine paradigm and advanced conditionals for filtering
items. Origraph provides multiple defaults for these functions, such
as sums, means, and concatenation. However, the design space of
useful functions is considerable; hence Origraph allows analysts
to write custom expressions. We argue, however, that expressions
operating on lists of attributes are much easier to write compared to,
for example, operations that change the network model. Nevertheless, we plan on simplifying our scripting interface, for example, by
making it more like Excel, with basic formulas, easy references to
data sources, and accessible documentation.
10.2

Comparison to Other Tools

Origraph shares parts of the vision and functionality of Orion [21]
and Ploceus [33]. Origraph, however, is unique and novel with regard to three aspects: (1) it supports important operations that are
missing in Orion and Ploceus, (2) it treats edges as first-class objects
that can be associated with complex attributes, and (3) it contains
sophisticated, algorithm-supported visual interfaces that make executing complex operations easier. Orion and Ploceus also do not
support nested data structures (lists and hierarchies) as attributes of
the tables.
With regards to operations, Origraph supports all operations listed
in Section 5. Ploceus and Orion do not support converting between nodes and edges, creating supernodes, connectivitybased filtering,
changing edge direction, and connectivitybased attribute derivation. Although Origraph and Ploceus sup-

port projecting edges, they do so only for immediate neighbors,
whereas Origraph can project edges based on arbitrary complex
paths. Notably, several of the operations that are unique to Origraph
are about leveraging network structures, e.g., aggregating attributes
at a certain distance from source nodes. Supplementary Table 1
contains a comparison of these operations. Finally, in contrast to
Orion and Ploecus, the code of Origraph is open source, and the tool
is available for anyone to upload datasets.
10.3

Evaluation

Criteria for evaluating data wrangling systems are not well established. Similar to visualization authoring toolkits, the primary
goal of a data wrangling system is to create, rather than analyze—
consequently, a wide variety of concerns merit evaluation, such as
expressiveness, creativity support, flexibility, guidance, efficiency,
usability, learnability, and integration [53]. In this work, we have focused primarily on demonstrating expressiveness through use cases,
and to some extent, the system’s design demonstrates creativity support, flexibility, and integration. We consciously chose not to run a
quantitative study comparing Origraph with other systems or methods. A comparison to existing systems, such as Ploceus and Orion,
is not possible, since these tools are not available to the public. A
comparison to a programming-based approach hinges on the scripting skills of the subjects; yet our target users are those who have no
or minimal programming skills. Future work is needed to evaluate
concerns that we have not considered in depth, such as usability.
We also believe that a discussion around how to best evaluate data
wrangling systems is needed.
10.4

Limitations

Visualization. The current focus of Origraph is on making sophisticated data wrangling operations as easy as possible to execute.
Origraph supports analysis through visualizations, but visualizations
of the network and the attributes can be improved in many ways.
We are planning to integrate Origraph with a general purpose multivariate network visualization system that is based on existing tools
developed at our lab [27, 44, 47].
Focus on Abstraction Design. Origraph targets the design
of data abstractions, rather than the discovery, capture, curation, or
creation of data [39]. For example, the support for cleanup and
dealing with missing data is limited. We believe that such operations
are better addressed in separate tools before importing data into
Origraph.
Scalability. Although Origraph scales to thousands of nodes
and edges, it does not scale to arbitrarily large networks. We plan
on improving scalability using an approach common to visual data
wrangling tools: loading a sampled dataset. Operations can then
applied and refined on the sample using visual inspection. After
the transformation is completed, a script is generated that can be
used to process a larger dataset offline, potentially leveraging cloud
infrastructure.
Connectivity Heuristic. In our experiments with various
datasets, we found that our heuristic always gives high scores to the
right combination of attributes, but also observed that index-to-index
scores are commonly highly ranked. If, for example, two datasets
have the same number of rows but have nothing else in common,
our heuristic would give a perfect score to the index-to-index connection. Since some datasets rely on the index of items to establish
connections between datasets, we cannot generally exclude it from
our computation. However, we are considering treating connectivity combinations involving an index separately from attribute to
attribute connections. We observed that our heuristic can be slow
with large classes. It has a runtime complexity of O(n ∗ m ∗ i ∗ j)
where n and m are the number of unique items in the classes (which
are frequently very large), and i and j are the number of attributes

plus the index in the classes (which are typically small). Sampling
could reduce the runtime complexity to O(k ∗ m ∗ i ∗ j), where k is a
user-chosen value that is much smaller than n and should result in a
significant speed-up with a limited loss of accuracy.
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AND

F UTURE W ORK

By implementing the set of operations that we have identified, Origraph is a first steps toward allowing data-literate non-programmers
to wrangle networks to answer important questions in their area of
inquiry and to produce visualizations they can use to communicate
their findings. Origraph is designed to ingest raw data, e.g., in the
form of JSON retrieved from an API, and then enable analysts to
wrangle the data into a network that corresponds to their mental
model. Build-in visualization capabilities enable analysts to quickly
iterate between analysis and modeling. Once a network is in the desired form, it can be either investigated within Origraph or exported
for analysis in more sophisticated multivariate network visualization
tools. Through two use cases, we have demonstrated Origraph’s
expressive potential.
We hope to explore and augment Origraph through ongoing deployment, testing, and redesign. These efforts will include more
exhaustive evaluations with users testing and improving the tool’s
usability; exploring the usefulness of each operation and what operations may be useful beyond the ones that we have identified;
and identifying gaps in its expressiveness. Additionally, we plan to
integrate more representative sampling and improve scalability; to
give users access to more sophisticated algorithms, such as seriated
instance ordering, or clustering-based group assignments; to add
provenance features to make it possible to edit, audit, share, document, and replicate users’ transformation processes; and to integrate
more closely with data cleaning and multivariate graph visualization
to more fully support end-to-end analysis workflows.
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